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On Tuesday, April 10, the Legislative Committee held a meeting in Baton Rouge in conjunction with the 
Louisiana Governmental Affairs Conference.  
 
ADA Update  
The successful collaboration of the Louisiana Credit Union League, Louisiana Credit Unions, KPR, and Adams & 
Reese showcases the ideal of advocacy going forward.  More than 65 credit unions were served with demand 
letters, encouraging them to settle. Because of our strategy, Pacific Trial Attorneys had to hire local counsel, 
which meant he would be forced to split revenue.  To date, we are proud to report that no Louisiana credit 
unions have been sued. A recent update was posted in eNews on Wednesday, May 2 with a full report being 
provided upon request.  
 
DEFENSE FUND 
The current balance of the defense fund is $70,442.85.  The purpose and general use of the funds were 
discussed along with the costs associated with a public campaign or introducing new legislation. 
 
Project Zip Code 
There are only sixty-seven (67) credit unions participating in the current version of the program.  Angela 
Gervais is currently working with Kristen Prather at CUNA in order to hold a statewide webinar on PZC, 
primarily to discuss the firewall issue and ways to engage more participation in PZC. 
 
CUNA GAC 
An update was given on the 2018 CUNA GAC: sixty-eight (68) participants from twenty-five (25) credit unions 
attended with engaged participation from our delegation, who were vocal about supporting us in our fight 
against ADA and regulatory burdens.  
 
STATE GAC 
Committee members discussed how to encourage participation throughout the year, stressing the importance 
of attendance.  One suggestion was to contact the YPN to offer not a crasher program but a scholarship for 
new YPN attendees.   
 
MAP PROGRAM 
MAP currently has a total of thirteen (13) credit unions participating which is an increase over the last year 
from five (5).  Lacey Weaver discussed the nature of the program based on feedback from a recent AACUL 
Communicators Conference.  CUNA agrees that the original intent of the program was not properly 
communicated and will revamp its marketing efforts.    
 
Meet & Greets 
We are seeing an increase interest and participation to attend meet and greets with elected officials. We had 
one (1) in November of 2017 and three (3) on the schedule for 2018 as of date.  
 



 
 
2017 Advocacy Accomplishments 
LCUL shared previous issues of Pelican Politics and Enews highlighting the 2017 accomplishments.  
 
National Legislative Update 
LCUL presented information on S 2155/Net Neutrality/H.R.1 Tax Law with articles published via League 
communication channels. Committee acknowledged the positive communication between LCUL and both 
Senator Cassidy’s office and Senator Kennedy, particularly Kennedy’s support on a national platform. 
 
2018 State Legislative Session Update 
Session convened at noon on Monday, March 12 and a series of bills were discussed that may or may not have 
an impact on Louisiana Credit Unions at this time.  LCUL continues to monitor these bills, successfully lobbying 
to pull 4 out of 5 bills that would impact credit unions.  
 
2019 State Legislative Session 
Session to convene at noon on Monday, April 8, 2019. 
 
Other 
LCUL briefly discussed how the advocacy department works together with all partners including; CUNA, Adams 
and Reese, Kudulis Riesinger Price Law Firm, and Dennis Dollar.   
 
The Legislative Committee also suggested that LCUL send out a periodic ‘Key Points/Summary/Talking Points” 
on the work being done in the advocacy arena to share with their chapters. 
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